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ABSTRACT

The latest citizen census data shows that the world’s largest cities experienced a population growth last year. As migrations continue, cities will need to work harder and more efficiently to keep up with the impact of the growing population. Because of this, smart cities will set standards in major metropolitan areas around the world.

Self-driving cars would be the solution for overpopulated cities, where citizens will have fast, comfortable, economical, safe, and secure vehicles at their disposal, which allow them to effortlessly reach their destinations on time with the help of the 5G network.

The next mobile revolution is upon us, with autonomous vehicles heralded as a new element of road traffic. Using cameras and sensors to process road and traffic data in real-time, these vehicles also exchange information with each other and traffic infrastructure, relieving the driver of numerous tasks. Therefore, besides improving the safety of road traffic, autonomous vehicles will bring significant changes to the society we know today.
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A DEFINITION OF AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

The word ‘automobile’ originates as a blend of the Greek autòs, which means ‘self’ or ‘personal’, and the Latin mobilis, meaning ‘mobile’. The idea behind this portmanteau was that the carriage, or more accurately, the vehicle is now mobile without horse-power.

However, the author failed to recognize that the absence of horses meant an irrevocable loss of autonomy. Trained and dressed, horses learned themselves (auto-learning) to avoid obstacles on the road, and there were countless cases of ‘autonomous drives’ when a horse returned a carriage safely home, even in the night, fog, or adverse weather conditions, if the driver was indisposed to continue the journey. Without governance, horses would at least bring the carriage to a safe-mode, grazing their fill of grass on the roadside. Contemporary efforts of the automotive industry are directed to recover some of the lost autonomy and in many ways, rise above this historic example.

Using a special perception of Kant’s theory, autonomy is defined as “self-determination within a superordinate (moral) law”. In autonomous vehicles, people override the moral law by programming the vehicle’s behaviors and responses. This way, the vehicle needs to make continual decisions about what to do in traffic, within the boundaries and specifics of the regulations and prohibitions with which it was coded.

WHAT MAKES A CAR SMART?

Autonomous vehicles are based on a three-phase design, known as ‘sense-plan-act’ which is used in many robotic systems. However, instead of performing a series of simple tasks, autonomous vehicles need to navigate complex and dynamic driving environments. To achieve this, smart cars are equipped with a range of sensors, cameras, and radars that collect raw data from the surrounding environments. This data is then processed, while the software recommends the appropriate driving actions and responses [1-5].

CONNECTIVITY IS THE KEY

With the current population growth rates, it is estimated that by 2050, congestion and commute times are expected to increase three times, costs of transportation four times, and carbon emissions up to five times the current level. The only viable solution is to transform the traditional city concept into a smart city, where connectivity and automated mobility provide an invisible underlying infrastructure. Apart from empowering local governments to take part in innovative solutions, offering nation-level financial aid, and embracing new technologies, one of the critical changes in developing smart cities is the advent of autonomous driving technology, Figure 1.

Figure 1. Percent of population living in cities [1].
The autonomous driving infrastructure includes everything from traffic cones to roadside sensors and smart signage. In smart cities of the future, connectivity is going to be more important than the fuel that vehicles use. Spearheading the smart city revolution, autonomous vehicles will bring a whole palette of sensors and IoT devices, while the advanced 5G network will enable them to receive, process, and transmit virtually unlimited amounts of data to modern urban environments. Experts argue that 5G might be the missing piece that will make efficient autonomous vehicles possible. The network is claimed to be up to a hundred times faster than 4G, and by 2024, it is expected to be used in 40% of the world, Figure 2.

Recent analyses show that autonomous vehicles are capable of cutting urban travel time by a third and reducing greenhouse emissions by two thirds. For crowded metropolises of today, this means a reduction of vehicles for almost 30%. Perhaps the more pressing issue of parking spaces would also be reduced by a staggering 40%.

![Smart city infrastructure](image)

**Figure 2.** Smart city infrastructure [2].

**AUTONOMOUS DRIVING AND CONGESTION**

Even the behavior of a single driver can have a dramatic impact on hundreds of cars, making it more difficult to manage traffic. While the attempts to analyze and correct the traffic patterns that lead to congestion began as early in the 1930s, it was not until recently that scientists developed simulation techniques and advanced algorithms to create more realistic visualizations of traffic flow. In experiments conducted by Alexandre Bayen, Director for the Institute for Transportation Studies and the Liao-Cho Professor of Engineering at the University of California at Berkeley, which included several dozens of cars in a small-scale closed circuit, a single autonomous vehicle could eliminate traffic jams by moderating the speed of every car on the road [6-11].

In larger simulations, the research showed that once their number rises to 5-10% of all cars in the traffic, they can manage localized traffic even in complex environments, such as merging multiple lanes of traffic into two or navigating extremely busy sections.

**REDUCED NUMBER OF CARS**

Autonomous driving technology is expected to reduce the number of cars on the road, the number of car movements, and the parking space requirements. Although this was partially
achieved through car sharing, driverless cars would contribute by reducing car movements. New autonomous vehicles could also offer shared rides, however, if a large number of non-drivers decides to purchase their own autonomous cars, city cores will be congested with autonomous cars with far less capacity than public transports. This means that smart cities need to put more effort into increasing the efficiency of the number of people transported per hour, and not on autonomous vehicles as a single solution [12-14].

FASTER COMMUTING TIMES

The idea of bringing smart infrastructure and autonomous vehicles together is to improve the quality of life for citizens and help them navigate their urban environment in a faster and safer way. Deployed as an essential component of smart technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) enables different objects and systems to communicate with each other using wireless internet connection. The IoT will have a huge role in automated driving systems, as it is used to relay important traffic messages, provide real-time energy consumption, and to communicate with other driverless vehicles.

With smartphone applications for autonomous car-sharing, millions of people could avoid being packed like sardines in trains and buses every morning, only to get stuck in hour-long traffic jams. By interacting with digital road signage and mobile apps, autonomous vehicles would receive data on delays, traffic jams, and even accidents in real-time, so they can adjust their routes to reach the destination faster. With an integrated parking grid system, the driverless vehicle could navigate straight to the nearest vacant spot, eliminating both the emissions and cruising times, which add to the local traffic [15].

ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

With a widespread car autonomy, it is expected that car ownership will become less common. As long as the seamless service is provided, owning a car may not be as important. According to RethinkX think tank, driverless cars will be fleet-owned, perhaps even by their manufacturers. They also predict that by the year 2030, the demand for new cars will drop by 80%. This conclusion is based on an estimate that the use of autonomous cars will increase at least tenfold, which means fewer vehicles on the road. When it comes to autonomous cars, fossil fuels are not as practical as electric power, and the new infrastructure needed to charge electric batteries and the associated technology will create many jobs for the increasing population. In this sense, smart cars will contribute to the general effort to limit the use of fossil fuels and adopt greener forms of transport with minimal carbon emissions (Fig. 3.).

![Figure 3. Economic and environmental benefits [3].](image-url)
CONCLUSION
By investing in more systems that are able to communicate with autonomous vehicles through IoT platforms, smart cities would be able to solve upcoming issues even before they become problems, helping to allocate resources in such a way that maximizes the effectiveness of autonomous vehicles in reducing traffic, emissions, and in increasing road safety for all participants.
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